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ABSTRACT

Changes recently introduced in the administration of New Zealand education were intended

to ensure that schools would become more responsive to their communities. Many aspects

of school govemance were devolved from a central govemment bureaucracy to Boards of

Trustees at each school and greater choice of school was given to parents. In this thesis I

examine the assumptions underlying these policy changes and propose a model of the

processes necessary for the development of school responsiveness.

The research progressed over four phases. In the first I survey beliefs and practices in 38

Auckland schools about the new school-community partnership established by the

devolution of govemance responsibility to the Boards of Trustees. This survey was followed

by a second more extensive questionnaire survey on the same topic in ten of these schools.

The role educational values might play in parents' choice of school and their perceptions of

school responsiveness were addressed in a survey of five secondary schools in the second

phase. The third phase comprised case studies of two schools which had contrasting

community-school relationships. In one school the principal valued a close partnership with

the community, yet the school roll had fallen steadily over a five year period. ln the other

school, which enjoyed a rapidly increasing roll, the principal believed educational decisions

should be left to the professionals. The case studies investigated this apparent

contradiction, that the partnership relationship between parents and professionals which

was designed to increase school responsiveness appeared to be unrelated to roll trends, a

possible indicator of responsiveness. In the fourth phase I describe and evaluate how the

school with the declining roll attempted to become more responsive to its community.

The research results show that the concept of responsiveness contained in the initial policy

documents was simplistic in that neither a community-school partnership nor school choice



was sufficient to improve responsiveness to the community. I propose a more focused

concept of responsiveness than that contained in the policy documents and identify two

critical attributes of this concept; the school's educational values and parents' concems

about school practice. Parents choose schools because they perceive that the

professionals share their educational values. I suggest that establishing cohesive values,

both between home and school and within the school itself, is educationally desirable and

critical to achieving responsiveness. This cohesion, however, should be enacted in a way

which respects the diversity within the school population if some students are not to be

alienated by the values of the majority. The second attribute of responsiveness, acting on

valid concems of parents, involves parents in decisions about school practice of greatest

importance to them. Vague calls for consultation on school policy do not achieve this aim.

My proposed concept of responsiveness does not assume that parents dominate areas

previously reserved for professional prerogative, but rather that parents and professionals

jointly determine policy in those areas critical to achieving responsiveness.

School-community partnerships and school choice will not result in responsiveness unless

they serve as catalysts for professional leaming about the values and concems of the

community. This learning is enhanced if schools encourage parents to exercise influence

and engage in joint problem-solving. Achieving school responsiveness depends more on

the attitudes and skills of the participants in the partnership than on the structural changes

enacted in the recent legislation.
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